GOVERNMENT OF MAURITIUS

SCHEME OF SERVICE SPECIFIED UNDER REGULATION 15 OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION REGULATIONS

Ministry: Public Infrastructure, Land Transport and Shipping (Public Infrastructure Division)
Post: Mason (Works)
Salary: Rs 6,275 x 150 – 7,325 x 175 – 8,200 x 200 – 9,000 x 250 – 10,000 x 300 – 10,300 (25 12 33)
Effective Date: 5 December 2006
Qualifications: By appointment of redundant employees of the Development Works Corporation holding appointment in the grade of Mason.

Duties:
1. To carry out the necessary measurements and calculations for the work to be executed.
2. To mix mortar and concrete and to place them for the structures under construction.
3. To set out foundations and set levels and square angles accurately.
4. To dress stones or bricks for any purpose.
5. To build coursed stone walls in correct bond.
6. To build walls with “Libages” and know the correct use of the “parpaings” point joints in stone walls.
7. To build walls with concrete blocks and fairfaced rocks.
8. To prepare walls for concreting.
9. To render in cement surfaces and angles and to lay and trowel cement floors to levels.
10. To prepare minor formwork for casting of kerbs, slabs and abutments.
11. To prepare minor reinforcement sets.
12. To read scale plans, take off dimensions and set out any building.
13. To lay floor and wall tiles accurately, finished to line and level.
14. To perform such cognate duties as may be assigned.
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